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(Communicated by Dennis A. Hejhal)

Abstract. Let / be a normalized Hecke eigenform of weight 2k , with k

odd. The main result of this paper is an equation representing the value of

L(f, s)L(f ®e,s) at s = k in terms of the Fourier coefficients of a modular

form of half-integral weight.

1. Introduction

Let N bea prime, / G 5^w(/o) • In this paper, we will derive an equation for

the value of the product of L-series, L(f, k)L(f ®e, k) at s = k in terms of
the squares of the Fourier coefficients of a modular form of half-integral weight.
The main identity is a geometric proof of a formula due to Waldspurger [13].
The method of the proof is a generalization of the approach used by Gross [3]

in proving the result for k = 1.

2. The Dirichlet L-series

Let K be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant -D where N is in-
ert. Let tf be the ring of integers in K and A = ideal class in K . Set e =

quadratic character of (Z/DZ)* determined by e(p) = (=^-) for p\D    and

2m = number of units in K , and set

.   ,      f number of ideals of norm m in A   for m > 1,
rA(m) = i

I l/(2u) for m = 0.

We now define a Dirichlet series associated with / and the ideal class A.
Let $Zm>i amqm > with q — e2niz , be the Fourier expansion of /. Define the

Dirichlet L-series associated with / and the ideal class A by

m>l       v ' m>l
(m,N)=l

L(f, A, s) has an analytic continuation to an entire function of s. For proof

of this fact see [4].
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Let x be a complex character of the group Pic((f ), and suppose / =
Sm>i amqm is a normalized eigenform of weight 2k for the Hecke algebra

T. Define

L(f,1,s) = YlX(A)L(f,A,s),
A

where the sum is over all A in Pic(tf ).

It can be shown that if e(N) = 1, then L(f, x, s) vanishes at s = k. The

values of L(f, x, s) at s = k in the case e(N) — -1 were studied in [6]. In
particular, an equation representing the value of L(f, x, k) in terms of height
pairings of special points on a vector bundle V is derived. In the next section
we will describe the vector bundle V and the equation for L(f, x, k).

3. The representation of L(f, x. k) in terms of a height pairing

Let B be the quaternion algebra over Q ramified at the rational prime N

and at oo . Let R be a maximal order of B. Let Z = lim Z/nZ = Y\p Zp be

the profinite completion of Z, and let Q = Z ® Q — ]Jp Qp be the ring of finite

adèles of Q. Set Bp = B ®<Q,P. Then Rp - R ® Zp is the local component of

R in Bp . Let B = B <g> Q = JJ^ Bp and R = R®Z = \[pRp .
Let B0 = {b G B : Tr(b) = 0}, and let U be the representation of B* on

the elements b0 £ Bo with action by B* defined by boy = (l/N(y))y~xboy.
The center Q* of B* acts by b0x — x~2bo for x £ Q*. An inner product on

U is given by [ux, u2] - ¿Tt(ux~u~2) . Let Wlk_x be the inner product space

Sym2fe_2(H/), where W = Cx ®Cy is the two-dimensional representation of

SU(2) with [x,x] = \y,y}= 1 and [x,y] = 0. Since W3 - Sym2(W) a

{b £ B : Tr(¿») = 0} and W2k_x = Sym2k-2(W) c Sym*-1(Sym2(»')), we

can write the inner product space Symfc-1(C/) as the orthogonal direct sum
Sym¿_1(í7) = W2k-X®M. Note that Wlk_x is the unique irreducible summand

of highest weight 2k - 2, and it is a representation of B* of dimension 2k - 1.

The quaternion algebra B over Q corresponds to an algebraic curve Y of

genus zero over Q as described in [6, p. 541]. The vector bundle V is defined

by

V = R*\B* xYx Wlk_x/B*.

Let {Ix, h, ... , In} be a set of left ideals of R which represent the distinct

ideal classes. The set {Ix, I2, ... , In} corresponds to a choice of elements

gi, g2,-.. , gn in R*\B* such that B* = \J"=i^*iiB* ■ Let Ri denote the

right order of /,. For each r¡ = R¡/(±1), define Wr< = {w £ W : y(w) =

w for all y G //}. Define Pic(F) = ®"=1 Wr'. Any we F is equivalent to the
double coset (g¡, y, w) for some i. Define the class of the point v to be the

projection of w in Wr< given by class(v) = t^t Hy^ y(w) ■

Define a mapping ( , ) from VxV into Q as follows. If vx = gxyxxwx =

gi x yx x wx and v2 = h x y2 xw2 = gj x y2xw2, then

_ f 0 if / # ;',

("'','2>"lE,e/;[«'i.}'Wk.,   if i = J.

This pairing induces a height pairing ( , ) on Pic( V).
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We now define a special element tun of Sym2k~2(W). This wo will be used

in the definition of a special point of V of discriminant —D. For the remainder
of the paper, we fix K an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant —D, where

the prime N is inert, and an embedding / : K -> B. Let v0 = y/^D £ U.
Then vj¡¡~x lies in Symk~x(U). Let tun G Sym2k~2(W) be the component of

vk~l in Sym2k-2(W).

Let X - R*\B* x Y/B*. There exists a canonical identification Y(K) s
Hom(K, B) as described in [6, p. 541]. The special points of V of discrimi-
nant —D are defined to be points of the form v = g x y x iu0, where gxy lies

in the image of R*\B* x Y(K) in X(K), and the embedding / corresponding

to y satisfies f(K) n g~xRg = f(tf-o), where cf-D is the order of discrim-
inant —D. An action of Pic(tf) on the special points of V of discriminant
—D given by v -» vA for A £ Pic(¿f ) is defined in [6, p. 545].

Define ex = Ya X~1(^)va , where the sum is over all A in Pic(c^). Let e/tX
be the projection of the divisor ex in Pic(F)®C to the /-isotypical eigenspace

for the Hecke algebra T. The following result is proved in [6, Proposition 8.2,
p. 558] for the case D prime, and it follows from [7, Proposition 4.1, p. 340]
that the result can be extended to the case D composite.

Proposition 1. If e(N) = -I, then

L(f, X,k) =-^^-(ef -, ef ,),
XJ   A     '     u2Dk-h(k-l)V   J'x    J'x

where ( , ) is the Petersson product as defined in [6, p. 547].

In the special case x = 1 > L(f, x, k) can be written in the form

L(f,x,k) = L(f,k)L(f®e,k),

where f® e = Ym>i ame(m)qm is the twist of /, L(f, s) = £m>, amm~s,

and L(f®e,s) = J2m>i<imS(ni)m-s.
Define ep> to be the class in Pic( V) of the rational divisor

Tu  £ (w)-
disc(v)=—D

Then, as explained in [6, p. 560], in the special case x = 1 Proposition 1

becomes

Corollary 1. // e(N) =-1, then

L(f, k)L(f®e,k) = -Jfj^-¿(eftD,eftl,).

In the next section we will use the result of Corollary 1 to arrive at an equation
representing the value of L(f, k)L(f®e, k) in terms of the Fourier coefficients

of a modular form of half-integral weight.

4. The main identity

Define the formal series g - Y,d>i eodD > with the eo as defined above. We
will need the following result.
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Lemma 1. For all e £ Pic(F) the series

g(e) = Y,(e>e°><lD
D>1

is a modular form of weight k + \ on r0(4N) with integral coefficients.

Proof. Let {a,} be the basis for Pic(F) that you get by tensoring the basis

{ex, e2, ... , e„} of Pic(^) described in [3] with the basis of Sym2k~2(W)
given by {x2k~2, x2k~3y, ... , y2k~2} . Recall that Sym2k~2(W) embeds into

Symk~l(U) as described earlier. It will suffice to show that for every a;, g(atj)

is a modular form of weight fc + j on ro(4N).

Suppose cxj = e, ® xlym . Then

g(aj) = g(e¡ ® xlym) = ^(<?, ® x'ym, eD).

D>1

Using the fact that
n

eD = 's£jai(D)(eJi ®w0),

i=i

where w0 is the component of (y/-D)k~x in Sym2k~2(W), e¡ = e,/|/j|, and

a¡(D) is the number of embeddings of tfD -* R, modulo R*, it follows that

8(<*j) = £ \e> ® x'ym • Ea¿DKei ®wo))qD = J2 ai(D)[xlym, w0]qD.
D>1  \ 1=1 / D>1

Applying a result of Pizer [11, Proposition 2.10], we see that the inner product

[x'ym, Wq] is equal to p(y/-D), where p is a spherical polynomial of degree

k — 1 in three variables xx, x2, Xj, with y/-D = xxpx + x2p2 + X3//3, where

{px, p2, Pi} is a basis of U. Following the work of Gross in [3], we let S¡ be

the suborder of index 8 in R¡ which is defined by S¡ = Z + 2R¡, and let Sf be
the subgroup of elements of trace zero in S¡. Then Sf has rank three over Z.
From [3], we know that a¡(D) is one half of the number of elements b G R¡

with 6 = 0,1 mod 2.R,, Tr b = 0, and Nb = D = -b2 . It follows that

g(aj) = Yiai(D)p(V^D)qD = \ £ p(b)q"b.
D>1 bes?

Since Nb is a positive definite ternary quadratic form and p(b) is a spheri-
cal polynomial of degree k - 1 in three variables, it follows from a result of
Schoeneberg [12] generalized by Pfetzer [10, p. 452] that g(a,) is a modular

form of weight k + \ on To(4N). The lemma now follows.

Define ef to be a nonzero element in the /-isotypical component of Pic(F)<g>
R, where / is an eigenform for the Hecke algebra T. Then from Lemma 1,
we know that

g(ef) = X^/' eD'gD - E moqD
D D

is a modular form of weight k + j on 7u(4Ar) with integral coefficients. Fur-

thermore, g(ef) is an eigenform for the Hecke algebra on the space of modular
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forms of weight k + \ on r0(4N) with eigenvalues corresponding to the eigen-
values of /. This fact follows from an argument analogous to that given by
Gross in [3] for the case k = 1.

The main result, which we prove next, gives a representation of the value of

L(f, k)L(f ®e, k) in terms of the Fourier coefficients mp. The formula in
Proposition 2 is due to Waldspurger [13].

Proposition 2. If e(N) = -I, then

(f,f) rn2D
L(f,k)L(f®e,k) =

Dk-i(k-l)\2(ef,efy

Proof. From Proposition 1, we know that

L(f, k)L(f®e, k) = -¿LJL—2(eLD, efiD).

Hence, it will suffice to show that

m}

To see that this is true, first note that mo — (e¡, ejf) = (ef, ef<D). Therefore,

mD

<f-° = ^f-ejff

in (Pic(F) ® R)f. It follows that

/    mD mD

=  < {e. e) = <
(ef,ef)2{ef>ef}     (ef,efy

This completes the proof.
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